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Does the financial analysis make the balance sheet and profit and loss account of your company, listed companies or customers? Now you can use MS Excel for full financial analysis, such as horizontal analysis, vertical analysis, break-even analysis, revenue analysis, and more. All Excel templates are free to download and available for free. Click the link to visit the page to see a
detailed description of each template and find out how each template is prepared. If you didn't find a financial analysis template here, use our proposal form. The revenue analysis model is a ready-to-use model from Excel, Google Sheets, and OpenOffice that makes it easy to track fast-moving products on your product line. On top of that, it gives you product-wise profit % and
revenue. Break-Even Analysis is a ready-to-use model in Excel, Google Sheets, OpenOffice, and Apple Numbers to calculate financial feasibility to launch a new product or start new projects. The calculation formulas for the breakup point are relatively simple. But it becomes difficult when it comes up with a forecast of sales, projecting the upcoming sale price and calculating fixed
and variable costs. A cost table template is a ready-to-use template for Excel, Google Sheet, OpenOffice Calci, and Apple Numbers that you can use to set the sales price for your products. In addition, this model can be useful for new start-ups, production units, or other small businesses to manage costs. Sales Commission Calculator is an Excel document with predefined
formulas that allow you to easily calculate a commission based on different terms. In general, a sales promission is granted to promote the sale of the company. Employees work hard for the reward because it gives them additional income other than their wages. Microsoft Excel is very [...] A startup cost calculator is a document that you can use to estimate the initial money
needed to start a new business. No matter which business you plan to get into, you have to do the calculation of start-up costs. Previous cost estimates can save you unwanted surprises. If you ignore an important aspect [...] Business Net Worth Calculator is a ready-to-use Excel template that allows you to calculate the total value of any company by evaluating its total assets and
liabilities. What is Net Worth? Net assets are the total market value of individuals, companies and companies. Simply put, net worth company assets after paying everything it owes [...] The vertical analysis model of the balance sheet is a ready-to-use model for Excel, Google Sheet, and OpenOffice to analyze relative percentage change over time. Therefore, add only the
corresponding balance sheet amounts to the light blue columns. The model automatically performs a vertical analysis for you. Balance sheet analysis Excel template is a ready-to-use template compare and analyse the change between the two-year accounting data of the balance sheet. What is horizontal analysis? A horizontal analysis is the method by which the financial
statements are assessed in order to know the changes in the corresponding amounts of the financial asset over a given period of time. whereas [...] Profit and loss account Vertical analysis refers to the vertical assessment of the profit and loss account and other financial statements in line batches as a relatively percentage change. When carrying out the vertical analysis of the
profit and loss account, all amounts of the main accounts of all three main accounts in the profit and loss account, viz; Revenues, expenses and taxes are represented on [...] Profit and loss Account Horizontal analysis is a method for assessing financial statements analysis in order to know the changes in the amounts of the corresponding amounts over the period. in the vertical
analysis of the profit and loss account, all three main accounts in the profit and loss account, viz; Revenue, expenses and taxes account for a share of [...] The projected income statement is a ready-to-use model for Excel, Google Sheets, and OpenOffice that represents the estimated profit and loss account for the coming period. It's similar to the Income Statement. In addition,
you can prepare a profit and loss account monthly, quarterly, half-yearly, and annually. This model is useful for financial professionals, financial students, accountants, auditors, etc. Ratio Analysis Template is a ready-to-use model for Excel, Google Sheets, and OpenOffice Calci to help you know the performance of funding in key areas. All you have to do is enter information about
your financial statements, and the model automatically calculates the ratios. We have created a simple and useful ROCE calculator Excel template with predefined formulas. Just give a few details and you can run the company ROCE as well as compare 5 years of ROCE. The return on the Equity or ROE calculator using DuPont Analysis helps calculate the company's return on
investment and also performs 3 points on DuPont Analysis. The DuPont analysis divides the company's return on investment into 3 elements and analyzes it. It provides a detailed understanding of the factors affecting the return on investment of the company. This model analyzes sales. It offers sales for each product manufactured on 5 different sales channels. In addition, it
spreads the profits made for each product in each sales channel. We have created a simple and easy Project Budget Excel template with predefined formulas. Enter the details of the tasks and their cost, and it will automatically lead the estimates for you. In addition, it helps you compare estimates with the actual amount of money spent on these tasks and thus lets you know the
profitability of the project. We have created a simple and easy Project Budget template with predefined formulas and shapes. Use this template to estimate the budget for a targeted or desired web development project. It also consists of a printable version that is according to the posting entries made in the budget form. You can print this copy and keep it on your desk for ready-to-
use. We have created a simple and easy CAGR Calculator Excel model with predefined formulas. You can calculate the CAGR and calculate the final value of a particular investment based on the CAGR rate and the investment period. In addition, you can specify the period during which the investment requires a certain final value and CAGR interest rate. We have created a
simple and easy NPV and XIRR calculator using predefined formulas in the Excel model. You can compare two different projects/investments based on the given time and forecasted cash flows. Enter a few details and the model will automatically calculate NPV and XIRR for you. In addition, the model compares the data and provides a feasibility report for the diagrams. We have
created a simple and easy transaction budget Excel template with predefined formulas. Enter only forecast and expenses and revenue. After the transaction starts, enter the actual figures to get the comparison report. Future Value Calculator is a ready-to-use Excel model that calculates the deflated value of an investment and the inflation-adjusted future value for a specific period
of time. In addition, it calculates the depleted value of the investment for a specific period of time. In addition, it calculates the inflation-adjusted return on a single deposit, as well as several deposits over a given period of time. To simplify the process, we have created a simple and easy combo interest counter Excel template with predefined formulas. Enter just a few information
and the model will calculate the interest rate on a particular investment. In addition, the model includes a payment schedule and accrued interest settings for each period. Go to content The best way to understand Business Ferret is to see it in action. We created financial analysis report samples from six different industries to show what this powerful monthly analysis tool can do.
These financial analysis reports can be created for a company or a private company if financial information is provided. Business Ferret analysis is more than just a report. We create these analyses monthly and walk managers and business owners through information piece by piece. Our goal is to find misunderstandings and missed opportunities that help improve cash flow and
reduce the risk of a company crashing. The financial analysis of this restaurant shows serious problems that can easily lead to the good of closing their doors. Download the free PDF. See Analysis of highways, airports and canals for residential and commercial development, this company builds everything, but their economic infrastructure is crumbling. See Analysis accuracy is
the name of the game for design services and is also true in financial operations. How's this company doing financially accurately? See Analysis For a drop-in version of this version the fitness club chain operates on the east coast of the United States. It's too bad there's no membership in their household. See Analysis Analysis of a large publicly traded company that roasts coffee
and sells it through both wholesale and retail channels. Their economy has been falling apart for years. See Analysis With such a wide range of financial services, you might assume they have their own finances in order, but that's not the case See analysis A full example of a business valuation report for executives and potential buyers. See Valuation Although Granite's share
price has never been a good indicator of good financial practices, it has seen better days. We're here to show you what's behind financial management. See Analysis We study the financial management of Domino's Pizza. This fast food giant will show you exactly how to make cash flow, net trading cycle and EBTIDA. Take note! See Analysis coach's share price has been on a
roller coaster for the last 10 years. Our analysis focuses on the last four years to see what went wrong. See Analysis In 2010, we would have recommended that WWVI stop looking for revenue and start focusing immediately on gross profit margins and gross profit margins. See analysis You may think that LuluLemon, which has a strong following and is approaching $1.6 billion in
sales, has nothing to fear, but you'd be wrong. See Analysis We share Tesla Motor's finances and see if they are a good bet or a disaster waiting to happen. See Analysis Analysis
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